dōTERRA® AU/NZ ENROLMENT KITS
ALL PRICES ARE IN AUD

ESSENTIAL COLLECTION® KIT WITH SMART & SASSY®

40490004  AUD $174.00  113.00 PV

ESSENTIAL COLLECTION KIT: 5 mL bottles of Lavender, Lemon, Peppermint, Tea Tree, Oregano, Frankincense, Ice Blue®, Easy Air, DigestZen®, and On Guard®.
- Smart & Sassy® (15 mL)
- Wellness Advocate™ Introductory Packet & Enrolment*

AROMATOUCHTM PROFESSIONAL KIT

20620004  AUD $242.00  170.00 PV

- Balance
- Tea Tree
- Wild Orange
- On Guard®
- Lavender
- AromaTouch™
- Peppermint
- Ice Blue® (5 mL)
- Fractionated Coconut Oil
- Wellness Advocate™ Introductory Packet & Enrolment*

HOME ESSENTIALS KIT

41180004  AUD $330.00  235.00 PV

- Oregano
- Tea Tree
- Lemon
- Frankincense
- On Guard®
- Lavender
- Peppermint
- DigestZen®
- Easy Air™
- Ice Blue® (5 mL)
- Petal Diffuser
- Wellness Advocate™ Introductory Packet & Enrolment*

NATURE’S SOLUTION KIT

60201019  AUD $635.00  400.00 PV

ONE BOTTLE OF EACH: 15mL bottles (unless otherwise stated) of: DigestZen®, Purify®, Tea Tree, Oregano, AromaTouch®, Frankincense, Lavender Peace®, Easy Air®, Citrus Bliss®, Lavender, Lemon, Peppermint, Smart & Sassy®, Lemongrass, On Guard®, PastTense®(10mL), Clary Calm® (10mL), Ice Blue® (5mL)
- Ice Blue Rub®
- Correct X®
- Fractionated Coconut Oil
- Easy Air Vapour Stick
- Petal Diffuser
- Wooden Box
- On Guard® Cleansing Toothpaste
- On Guard® Foaming Hand Wash (with 2 dispensers)
- On Guard® Beadlets
- Introductory Packet & Enrolment packet

*dōTERRA® Wellness Advocate™ Introductory Packet includes a Product Guide, Welcome Letter, Cap Stickers, Live Brochure, Share Brochure and Build Brochure
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EMOTIONAL AROMATHERAPY KIT

**21310004**  AUD $310.00  148.50 PV

**EMOTIONAL AROMATHERAPY KIT:** 5 mL bottles:
- Lavender™ Touch
- DigestZen® Touch
- Frankincense™ Touch
- Tea Tree™ Touch
- Easy Air™ Touch
- On Guard® Touch
- Oregano™ Touch

- Petal Diffuser
- Wellness Advocate™ Introductory Packet & Enrolment*

OIL SHARING KIT

**40990004**  AUD $1,390.00  1,049.50 PV

Please note: This Oil Sharing Kit is different to the International Oil Sharing Kit (USA) as it does not include all the printed brochures.

**ONE BOTTLE OF EACH:** 15 mL bottles (unless otherwise noted):
- Oregano, Lavender Peace, Elevation, Citrus Bliss™, Cilantro and Grapefruit.

**TWO BOTTLES OF EACH:**
- Frankincense, Wild Orange, AromaTouch™, Balance, PastTense® (10 mL) and Smart & Sassy™.

**THREE BOTTLES OF EACH:**
- Lemon, Tea Tree, Peppermint, DigestZen™, Lavender, Easy Air, On Guard™ and Ice Blue™ (5 mL).

- Petal Diffuser
- Cap Stickers For Common Oils (5 Sheets)
- Fractionated Coconut Oil (4 Oz)
- Sample Keychain 8-Vial (Black)
- Wellness Advocate™ Introductory Packet & Enrolment*

dōTERRA TOUCH KIT

**21420004**  AUD $300.00  154.50 PV

- Lavender™ Touch
- DigestZen® Touch
- Frankincense™ Touch
- Tea Tree™ Touch
- Easy Air™ Touch
- On Guard® Touch
- Oregano™ Touch
- Ice Blue™ Touch
- Peppermint Touch
- On Guard® Beadlets
- Peppermint Beadlets
- Wellness Advocate™ Introductory Packet & Enrolment*

AU/NZ ENROLMENT KITS

**21310004**  AUD $310.00  148.50 PV

**EMOTIONAL AROMATHERAPY KIT:** 5 mL bottles:
- Lavender™, Cheer™, Passion™, Forgive™, Console™ and Peace™

- Petal Diffuser
- Wellness Advocate™ Introductory Packet & Enrolment*

**40990004**  AUD $1,390.00  1,049.50 PV

**EMOTIONAL AROMA SHARING KIT**

Please note: This Oil Sharing Kit is different to the International Oil Sharing Kit (USA) as it does not include all the printed brochures.

**ONE BOTTLE OF EACH:** 15 mL bottles (unless otherwise noted):
- Oregano, Lavender Peace, Elevation, Citrus Bliss™, Cilantro and Grapefruit.

**TWO BOTTLES OF EACH:**
- Frankincense, Wild Orange, AromaTouch™, Balance, PastTense® (10 mL) and Smart & Sassy™.

**THREE BOTTLES OF EACH:**
- Lemon, Tea Tree, Peppermint, DigestZen™, Lavender, Easy Air, On Guard™ and Ice Blue™ (5 mL).

- Petal Diffuser
- Cap Stickers For Common Oils (5 Sheets)
- Fractionated Coconut Oil (4 Oz)
- Sample Keychain 8-Vial (Black)
- Wellness Advocate™ Introductory Packet & Enrolment*